Activity 1 — Scientific Inquiry + Engineering Design

Name

work as a team

The key to a successful project is teamwork!
Get ready for the eCYBERMISSION by
responding to the scenarios below, then
create your own team plan.
PART A: Read and Analyze

SCENARIO 1: Paulo, Kayla, and Ben are collaborating on their
project. They decide that Paulo will take meeting notes, Kayla will
be the meeting leader, and Ben will gather the materials they need.
Through their discussions, they discover that Kayla is a good artist,
Ben is a computer whiz, and Paulo is comfortable making presentations
in class. They use these strengths to assign tasks in their group.
1. H
 ow is the team demonstrating teamwork?

2. W
 hat strengths do the people on your team have?
SCENARIO 2: Britney, Jamaal, and Lucia have been working together for several weeks and have
set deadlines for each team member to meet. But Lucia has a cold and doesn’t feel well enough
to finish her tasks this week. She texts Britney and Jamaal to let them know, and the three team
members make a plan for dividing up her work.
1. H
 ow is the team demonstrating teamwork?

2. What would you do if your team faced this problem?
SCENARIO 3: Tasha, Xavier, and Anthony are planning their project. Tasha and Xavier agree on
the topic, but Anthony wants to investigate something else. The three team members argue until
Anthony gives in. Tasha and Xavier schedule their next meeting without telling Anthony.
1. H
 ow could the team handle this situation differently to promote teamwork?
2. W
 hat would you do if your team faced this problem?

PART B: Your Turn

On a separate sheet, develop and write a team working agreement. Make sure to include:

• How your team will share responsibilities
• How your team will communicate
• How your team will handle any problems that arise

